Why Thin Is Not In: 80% of American Men Say They Love
Big Women
Plus Size Model Nancy Hayssen Reveals Latest Poll Results on Fox News: 80% of men
want curvy voluptuous women, not rail thin stick models like we have been told
San Francisco, California (PRWEB) February 28, 2007 - Former plus-size model Nancy
Hayssen has again caught the eye of the public with her Friday afternoon guest appearance
as an expert on the Fox News show 'Your World with Neil Cavuto.'
Citing the groundbreaking poll results from her Web site, www.LookSexyNow.com, Hayssen
explained how the myth that "Men can never be too rich and women can never be too thin"
is finally being busted, along with many of Hollywood's other unrealistic measures of beauty
and sexiness. The Web poll results clearly indicated that 80% of men are attracted to curvy
women rather than super-thin stick figures, and Hayssen publicly reported these incredible
findings on Friday's Fox News program for the first time.
The second most shocking result of the online poll (taken by thousands already and still
ongoing) is that, when asked an open-ended question about who the "sexiest woman ever"
is, the majority of men did not answer with the name of a celebrity, but rather, "my wife" or
"my girlfriend!" As Hayssen explained on Cavuto's Fox News program, this surprising result
proves that men do love their women the way they are, and women simply need to embrace
their own sexiness and love the way they look and feel, as their men love them already.
With the recent popularity and public acceptance of full-figured stars such as the voluptuous
Academy Award winner Jennifer Hudson and curvy pop star Jennifer Lopez, according to
Hayssen, the time is now for all women to look and feel sexy as they are.
When the Fox News show host compared Hayssen's sexy modeling photos to those of the
icon Marilyn Monroe in the 1950's, the similarities were stunning: like Monroe, Nancy
Hayssen is a size 14, is proud of her curves, and does not hide her sexiness from the
camera.
Hayssen's recently released book 'You Can Be Sexy at Any Size,' includes 101 insider
secrets collected during her years as a plus-size model, as well as a body chart to help
readers dress right for their body type, positive affirmations and a daily checklist for all
women to embrace their sexy selves. As she explained on 'Your World,' Nancy Hayssen
truly believes that men love women with some meat on their bones.
Contact Plus Size Model Nancy Hayssen for an Interview:
Call 707.280.4678
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